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Alenda Golf [1]
Drivers and fairway woods can be used relatively safely. However, the back nine holes
are much more technical, and require concentration and accuracy to reach the green in
good shape.The 17th and 18t...
Municipio:
Monforte del Cid [2]

Alicante Golf [3]
The course, which features thousands of replanted trees, acts like a green lung in the
heart of such a built-up area. It is a wide course where environmental concerns and
saving water are key priorit...
Municipio:
Alacant/Alicante [4]

Altea Club de Golf [5]
The course lies between the Sierra Bernia and the Mediterranean, a setting that adds
to its undeniable beauty. It is very attractively designed, and the location makes this an
unbeatable place for a...
Municipio:
Altea [6]

Campo de Golf El Plantío [7]
This is a course to walk through, study all the possibilities and then enjoy your game.
Take the course too lightly and you may suffer more than you had bargained for.
Surrounded by lush greenery, th...
Municipio:
Alacant/Alicante [4]

Campo de Golf Villamartín [8]
The vegetation around the course is fully matured, as the Villamartín Golf Club is now
more than 35 years old. The trees make for a course of great beauty, but one with
plenty of hazards. The layout...
Municipio:
Orihuela [9]

Club de Golf Ifach [10]
The course, which recently changed to its original design, has nine holes, six par
threes and three par fours with a short distance ? 2,940m2 from the yellow stakes;
3,236 m2 from the blue stakes; 2,...
Municipio:
Benissa [11]

Club de Golf Jávea [12]
The hilly terrain can be misleading when playing your shots. The course is flanked by
pine trees, adding to the course?s charm. Mediterranean vegetation is well used and
strategically placed to bring...
Municipio:
Xàbia/Jávea [13]

Club de Golf Las Ramblas de Orihuela [14]
The pine trees not only add character to the course, they also make for a more
challenging round of golf, as their constant presence can make things difficult when you
take your eye off your game.The...
Municipio:
Orihuela [9]

Equélite Golf Resort Pitch & Putt Villena [15]
As well as a tennis star, Ferrero is also a great golf player, and this course shows how
far he has progressed. Challenges around the course include two large lakes between
fairways and a large numbe...
Municipio:
Villena [16]

Font del Llop Golf Resort [17]
Completely and naturally integrated into the surrounding landscape. The wonderful
views it offers, the stream that flows between its five lakes and the relief of its fairways
make this a technical co...
Municipio:
Monforte del Cid [2]

Golf & Spa Bonalba [18]
A highly varied course, Bonalba has five superb lakes that affect ten of the holes, and
they can unnerve players not used to water hazards. There are also 96 bunkers dotted
strategically around the c...
Municipio:
Mutxamel [19]

La Finca Algorfa Golf [20]
The 7th hole, for example, features a completely square green flanked on one side by
a bunker so large it could be a beach. The preceding 5th and 6th holes include
spectacular waterfalls and impressi...
Municipio:
Algorfa [21]

La Marquesa Golf [22]
In the past 20 years the surrounding area has undergone major demographic growth,
and the various types of buildings and developments are visible most of the way round
this urban course, which has ex...
Municipio:
Rojales [23]

La Sella Golf [24]
For the design, he looked to a young player that had begun to make his mark on the
European circuit, winning the Swiss Open, the Ebel Masters and the Sanyo Open in
1986. His name was José María Olazá...
Municipio:
Dénia [25]

Las Colinas Golf & Country Club [26]
The golf course is set in a valley surrounded by hills and is adapted to the unique relief
of this terrain, integrating naturally into the landscape. The width of its fairways, the
design of its larg...
Municipio:
Orihuela [9]

Lo Romero Golf [27]
This hole, with a handicap of 1, is memorable not just for the difficulty involved in
making par, or even a bogey, but also for its stunning beauty. The tees are high up and
look down over the rest o...
Municipio:
Pilar de la Horadada [28]
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